Plastic Divider Sheets Protect Products
Throughout the Supply Chain
CORBI Divider Sheets provide maximum product protection and
load stability for unitized loads of food, beverage ad industrial
products. When combined with plastic pallets and top frames, an
efficient shipping system is created for storage and transport.
These reusable plastic Divider Sheets are placed between layers of
aluminum, steel, glass and plastic cans or bottles used to package
food and beverage products.They are also used many industrial
applications to protect items, including printed materials or
automotive products.
The non-sloughing, solid plastic design reduces product
contamination that can occur from dust, fiber and splinters
found in alternative sheet materials. Additionally, Divider Sheets
are easily cleanable, using CORBI’s proprietary cleaning technologies.
Their reusability eliminates the packaging waste associated with
the disposal of corrugated and solid fiberboard divider sheets.

Industries:
◆ Beverage

To suppor t high-velocity supply chains, CORBI offers Divider
Sheets on a rental basis, through its pooling services. Pooling
eliminates the upfront investment of purchasing divider sheets.
Additionally, CORBI specializes in managing the complexities of
transpor ting and tracking these pooled products.

◆ Food (meat, produce, etc.)
◆ Consumer goods
◆ Printing
◆ Automotive

Thicknesses from
0.025” to 0.200”
(0.64mm to
5.08mm)

Smooth, solid,
non-slip design

Available in
custom sizes
and colors.

Consistent dimensions for use with automated systems.

Typical
Sheet Sizes:
44” x 56”
40 x 48”
44.75” x 47.5”
45” x 47.5”
1000 x 1200 (mm)
1120 x 1300 (mm)
1120 x 1420 (mm)
1150 x 1250 (mm)
1180 x 1250 (mm)
1200 x 1350 (mm)

100% recyclable. Contact your sales
representative about CORBI’s Recycling Program.

Customer name and other specifications
can be printed on sheets
Rounded corners
CORBI Plastics manufactures and manages pools of plastic reusable packaging products that protect food, beverage and industrial products during processing,
storage and distribution. Our broad product offering, combined with pooling and logistics expertise, provides a cost efficient method to move product throughout
your entire supply chain. Call CORBI Plastics today to learn more.
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Plastic Divider Sheets

Performance characteristics
vary with application.

Solid Sheet Design:
Solid plastic design
ideal for transporting
all types rigid product.

Options:

Extrusion process produces a solid sheet ideal for
stabilizing loads of all types of rigid product.
Manufacturered in polypropylene (PP)
Available in FDA approved materials, upon request.
2” radius or custom corners

Customer name and
other specifications
can be printed on
sheets

Anti-static
Moisture resistant

Custom sizes and
corner radius

Chemical Resistance: Resistant to water based solutions of
inorganic salts and almost all inorganic acids and bases

Custom colors

Temperature Range: -25°F to 176°F (-20°C to 80°C) Subject
to application characteristics.

Solid & Corrugated Divider Sheets

Pallets & Top Frames

Logistics & Cleaning Services

609 Burton Blvd., DeForest, WI 53532 Phone: 608-846-2422 Fax: 608-846-7702

www.corbiplastics.com

